
A cute 3D pram 
with the LR0218

Benodigdheden
- Creatable LR0218
- Navy blue and silver card stock
- Glue, 3 cotton swabs
- Silver acrylic paint (or glimmer mist, ink pad), brush
- pearls, silver confetti or any other bling
- gauze (about 24x10cm)

Method
1 First paint your piece of gauze silver on a copy 

paper so it will have time to dry while you will be 
doing other bits. You can also use a glimmer mist 
or an ink pad to color the gauze.

2 Cut out 4 silver and 2 navy blue prams. Emboss only 1 navy 
blue pram with the die. To create a mirrored embossed pram 
for the other side, place the second cut out navy pram on the 
outside of the die and emboss the details by hand.

 
3 To enhance parts of the pram we use the silver cut outs of 

LR0218. Cut a handle and wheels out of all 4 of the silver 
prams. And tops out of 2 of them. Leave the rest because you 
will need it later. Glue the silver wheels on both sides of the 
blue prams, two on each cut out. To make a bottom of the 
pram cut out a piece of 4,5 x 9 cm blue cardstock. Score it 
0,5 cm from both long sides and make cuts every 0,5 cm. You 
need to cut away 1,5 cm of the paper and safe this piece for 
later. Now it’s time to assemble the pram with the two blue 
sides and the blue bottom.

 
4 For the cover of the pram take the remaining part of a navy 

strip that you cut away and cut 3 stripes about 0,5 cm wide. 
Than glue them to the cover between the two sides. Cut the 
painted gauze into 4 stripes of 3,5 cm wide, two long and 
two shirt strips. Use one long strip for the cover of the pram. 
Glue the small strips on both sides to stick the gauze to and 
fold the gauze over the top and to the inside of the top. 

5 Put glue on the inside of the pram and line it with a second 
longer strip of the gauze. For the outsides of the top of the 
pram use the shorter folded pieces of gauze and cut off  the 
leftovers. Use the silver cut outs of the top of the pram on 
the outside to fi nish the cover off . Of the leftover silver pie-
ces cut out the bottom of the pram to fi nish off  the inside of 
the pram. To make a handle and axles you need to take the 3 
cotton swaps and cut them 3,5 cm long. Glue them in place. 
You can decorate the pram further while the glue of the 
handle and axles is drying. When the glue is completely dry 
you can paint the plastic handle and axles with a silver paint, 
and your cute pram is done!
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